
ASTROLOGYZONE 2016  
SUSAN MILLER'S YEAR AHEAD 
  
DECEMBER 23, 2015: AstrologyZone’s Susan Miller & HEALTHWIRE.FM Founder Martine Dubin 
launch a brand new 12-part series on HEALTHWIRE.FM  AstrologyZone 2016: Susan Miller’s 
Year Ahead. Each episode focuses on one of the 12 star signs, giving viewers a detailed summary of 
their specific year ahead. With original music by MOBY, Susan Miller hosts the show from Deepak 
Chopra’s Deepak Homebase at abc carpet & home in New York City.  The show will be released in 6 
languages - French, Italian, German, Spanish, Japanese, Portuguese -  and available at  $0.99  per 
episode or the 12 signs bundled together at $9.99. 
 

I am thrilled to be partnering with Martine’s company, HEALTHWIRE.FM, for this special release of 
AstrologyZone 2016:  Susan Miller’s Year Ahead. Readers have been asking for affordable films like 
this that they can refer to all year, and here it is! - Susan Miller 
 

I am delighted to be working with Susan. It’s a dream come true to be able to feature her on the 
HEALTHWIRE.FM platform and I look forward to many more collaborations with her -  Martine 
Dubin  
 
SUSAN MILLER is the host of AstrologyZone 2016:  Susan Miller’s Year Ahead. She is the founder of 
AstrologyZone & best-selling author of 10 books. The AstrologyZone App for iPhone is a top 5 
grossing app and Apple included the app in the Apple Watch standard package. Her monthly 
forecasts generate 6.5 million unique monthly visitors.. 
  
MARTINE DUBIN is the Media Entrepreneur. She is the inspiration and vision behind multiple 
original media productions connecting the world with stories around Business & Trade, Health & 
Wellness, Love & Relationships, Imagination & Creativity, Science & Consciousness.  Martine’s 
company collaborates also with Deepak Chopra, CuriosityStream.com, Lincoln Center Institute, 
DLD Conference, NATO, Ashoka, and The Zanuck Company. Martine created the digital broadcast 
networks NEWSWIRE.FM & HEALTHWIRE.FM. 
  
ABOUT HEALTHWIRE.FM HEALTHWIRE.FM is the digital broadcast reaching viewers across 200+ 
countries. HEALTHWIRE.FM connects your body, mind & spirit with exercises for your whole being 
and star some of the most well-known names in health & wellness incl. Deepak Chopra, Eddie Stern 
& Susan Miller.   
 
MEDIA CONTACT:    MICHAELA COHOON    PRESS@HEALTHWIRE.FM 
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